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GE 15107 Yard Stake
24-hour Mechanical Timer 6 Outlet Grounded Yard Stake Green
Weather resistant for seasonal outdoor use. All outlets timed.
1) Segments located around outer edge of timer dial. Each segment represents 30 minutes.
Move segments up or down using pen or fingernail. Make sure segments are moved all the way
up.
Segments down = outlets ON
Segments up = outlets OFF
2) For example, to turn timer OFF at 10pm and ON at 2am, move segments up between 10pm
and 2am as shown in Fig1.

Fig1.

Note: To access segments, you may need to turn dial clockwise.
3) Set current time: Turn timer dial clockwise until current time lines up with current time
arrowhead located on inner dial. Note: daytime hours (6:30 am to 6:30 pm) are highlighted on
light-colored background. Nighttime hours have dark background with a crescent moon symbol
at 12 midnight. Clock motor inside timer rotates dial as time passes.
4) After power failure, reset current time of day.
5) Plug timer into electrical outlet near the lights to be controlled. Timer comes with 18-inch
14-3 grounded cord. Timer can be used with provided stake or mounted directly to wall. For
maximum load capacity, do not connect timer to extension cord.
6) Timer stake is 2-parts, and each part threads together. Timer threads onto stake. Be careful
not to damage threads when inserting stake into ground.

7) Plug lights into timer. All 6 outlets are 3-prong grounded. All 6 outlets controlled by timer
functions. Close lid to protect plugs from rain. Close plastic cover over timer dial.
8) Make sure light are turned ON and bulbs are functioning. Maximum 1200 Watts total for all
plugs. Typical 50-mini-bulb Christmas string is 25 Watts.
9) White LED indicator shows when timer has power.
10) To test lights and timer program, manually rotate timer dial to watch lights turn on and off.
Then set dial to current time.
Caution: Not for permanent installations. Do not install or use this product more than 90 days
per year. If used outdoors, connect only to outlet with GFCI circuit breaker protection.
Receptacle that timer is plugged into should be mounted in weatherproof box. All outdoor
electrical devices pose hazard when not connected to GFCI protected outlet. In that case, plug
lights into timer first, and plug timer into outlet as last step. Do not stand on wet or damp
surface.

GE 15107 Yard Stake with LED indicator
24-hour Mechanical Timer 6 Outlet Grounded Yard Stake Green

